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Abstract 
We describe the relation between the q-analogue of the exponential formula found 
by Gessel [8], and the g-analogne of the convolution of probability distributions studied 
in [12]. 
Nous dkrivons la relation entre le q-analogue de la forrnule exponentielle trouvke 
par Ckssel [S], et le q-analogue de la convolution des distributions de probabilite &die 
dans [12]. 
1. Introduction 
For n 2 1, we denote by @((l, . . . , n}) the set of partitions of { 1,. . . , n}. For 
7r E 8({1,..., n)) and 1 < rnt,rnz <n, we will write ‘ml 2 m2’ to mean that ml 
and rn2 are in the same class (block) of II. 
Recallthatapartitionzof{l,..., PB} is said to be non-crossing (notion introduced in 
[ll]) if there is no 4-tuple (ml,mz,m3, mg) such that 1 < ml < m2 < m3 c m4 < n, 
ml Ems B m2 2 m.+ 
We will call the left-reduced number of crossings of K E gP({ 1,. . . , n)) the number: 
co(n) = c~d{h,m2,m3,m4) 11 < ml < m2 6 mg < m4 G n, 
ml Lrn3 B m2 2, m4, each of ml,m2 is 
minimal in the class of n containing it). (1.1) 
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The words ‘left-reduced’ in the name of co(x) refer to the fact that rather than counting 
all the 4-tuples mentioned in the preceding paragraph, we impose a more restrictive 
condition *on the left’. It is easy to check, however, that a partition x E P({ 1,. . . , n}) 
is non-crossing if and only if it has c,(x) = 0. 
We arrived at co(.) of (1.1) in the paper [12], in connection with a certain interpo- 
lation between the logarithm of the Fourier transform of a probability distribution, and 
its free analogue introduced by Voiculescu [ 19,201. 
We will call the left-reduced nwnber of embrac~n~s, and denote by q,(e), the notion 
analogous to c,(s) of (Ll), but where the pattern which is looked for is ‘1u/’ instead 
of J-LG. Thus, for x E @({ 1,. ..,n)), n 2 1, we put: 
e~(~)=c~{tml,m2,m3,m4)11~:~ <m2Gm3<m4<nn, 
ml &mm,, 9 m2 A rnf, each of ml,mz is 
minimal in the class of R containing it). 
(1.2) 
It is immediate that a partition A of { 1,. , . , n) is ‘non-embracing’ (‘?$ e&x) = 0) if 
and only if it is an interval partition, i.e., if each of the classes of n is of the form 
[a,b]nN forsome 1 gu<bfn. 
The goal of this note is to put into evidence the following 
Fact. The q-analog~e of the logarithm of the Fourier transform dkzssed in [12] 
closely parallels the q-analogue of the exponential formula studied by Gessel in 
[8], with the diference that the statistics co(.) of (1.1) replaces the statistics eo(=) 
of (1.2). 
The relevant results from both [8] and [12] will be reviewed in the next few para- 
graphs. We need in any case to start with a word of explanation concerning the above 
concise statement of the contents of this paper. The results in [8] are in terms of q- 
exponentials and s~tion formulae over the set of permutation, without a direct 
reference to partitions; on the other hand, the results in [12] are in terms of the matrices 
of certain weighted shifts on Z2(N), and summation formulae over partitions (without 
a direct reference to permutations). What we want to show is that in both cases the 
picture can be completed so that it contains: 
(a) a summation formula over partitions; 
(b) a summation formula over permutations; 
(c) an approach via infinite matrices related to weighted shifts. 
In the complete picture, the parallelism ‘c,(.) vs. e&a) will be clear, not only at the 
level of the statements of results, but to the extent that the proofs can be presented 
simultaneously. 
The rest of the introduction will be devoted to elaborate these aspects. We will first 
recall some facts from [ 12, 81. 
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We will use the notations 
Z = (1~: C[X] + Cjj,4 linear, p(l) = 1) 
(where C[X] is the algebra of polynomials in the indeterminate X), and 
(1.3) 
@= g 
{ 
or,zn[a~,cc~,o!~ f... E c I . (1.4) n=l 
The linear timctionals in L: will be viewed as a simplified way of looking at probability 
distributions with finite moments of all orders, In particular, for ,u E C we will consider 
its Fourier transform, which is (in this context) the formal power series 
(F(p))(z) = 2 y%, 
n=O 
tw 
obtained by formally expanding the integral J e’=d&t) as a sum; moreover, we will 
consider the logarithm of the Fourier transform, which is taken here as 
log LqU) = 2 ;(-qn+‘(P(/J) - 1r E 0 
n=l 
(1.6) 
(i.e., log s(p) is a formal power series vanishing at zero). 
The object of study in [12] is a certain family of bijective maps (Rq : 22 ---t O)ogg~l; 
Rq will be also referred to as the R,+znsfirm, 0 < q < 1. RI (corresponding to q = 1) 
is a close relative of the logarithm of the Fourier transform, 
(R&)Xr) = -iz(log qf))‘( -iz). (1.7) 
At the other end, RO (corresponding to q = 0) coincides with the R-transform introduced 
by Voiculescu in [19,20] as the counterpart of log f in a ‘free pro~bilistic setting’. 
The case q = 0 and the free probabilistic considerations related to it provided the 
original motivation for the work in [12] (and implicitly for the one reported here). 
Since the potential reader of the present note may be ~f~li~ with free probability, 
a short (and, by necessity, informal) comment about this may be in order; a more 
detailed account can be found for instance in the monograph [21]. Roughly speaking, 
the theory of free probability is paralleling the one of (classical) probability, in a 
context where the fundamental concept of independent random variables is replaced by 
the one offree random uariabtes. (The latter notion appears naturally when one studies 
free products of linear functionals on complex algebras with unit - see [21, Section 
2.51). The R-transform (as a ‘free counterpart’ of log%) appears in the following way. 
(a) Free convolution: It is well-known that if xi and ~2 are independent random 
variables on a probability space, then the distribution of x1 + x:! is the convolution 
of the distributions of x1 and of x2. This allows us to detie the free analogue of 
convolution, via the requirement that whenever xi and x2 are free random variables, 
the distribution of xi +x2 should be the free convolution of the distributions of xi and 
of x2 (see [21, Section 3.11). 
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(b) Linearizing transforms: Let pl,,uz be ~s~butions (viewed for instance in the 
simplified framework of (1.3)), and denote the (usual) convolution of ~1 and ,!Q by ,u, 
As it is well known, we have F(p) = .F(pl) a .F(p2), which implies (log 9)(p) = 
(log s)(fit )+(log 9t)Q.z~); thus log 9 is a linearizing transform for usual convolution. 
Having a similar tool for the study of free convolution is of obvious importance, and 
the R-transform was pinned down in [ 19,20] exactly for this reason - it has the 
property that R(p) = R@t ) -I-R@z)), where this time p denotes the free convolution of 
~1 and ~_12 (see [Zl, Section 3.21). 
Now, the R,-transform studied in [IZ] is the linearizing transform for a q-convolution 
operation, interpolating between usual convolution (at q = 1) and free convolution (at 
q = 0). The main result of [12] is the equivalence of several descriptions of the R4- 
~sfo~, some coming from the case q = 1 and some coming from the case q = 0; 
in particular, it contains the following: 
Theorem 1.1 ([12]). Let q E [0, l] be a parameter, let 8(z) = C,“=l a,# be in the 
space 0 of (1.4), and denote the functional R;‘(0) (E 25 of (1.3)) by p. Then ,a can 
be described in the following ways: 
(a) For every n 2 1, we have 
I@3 = c qCo(“) fiI,zz#j, - l],! cQsjl* (1.8) 
XcP~{l,...P}) j=l 
~=tel,...&l 
(co(n) is as defined in (1.1 ), and the u’s are the eoe~cients of 8. lBj/ stands as usual 
for the number of elements of Bj, and we use the customary notation for q-factorials: 
Mq ! = 1, Zml!,! = Pl4M4 B +. [mlq for m 3 1, where [Z], = 1 + q + . -. + q’-’ for 
I2 1.) 
(b) Consider the infinite matrix N (depending on q and 0), the (i, j)-entry of which 
equals, for i, j 3 0 : 
0Zi-j+l[i]4!/V]4! if j 6 i, 
(N)ij = 1 
i 
ifj=i+l, (1.9) 
0 ifj > i+ I. 
Note that it makes sense to calculate powers of N, hence also polynomials of N (i.e. 
linear combinations of its powers). Then: 
p(f) = the (O,O)-entry of f(N) for every f E C[X]. (1.10) 
((a) of the above Theorem 1.1 coincides with Theorem 1.2(b) in [12]. (b) of the 
above Theorem 1.1 is obtained by combining Theorem 1.2(a) in [ 121 with E?q. (3.15) 
of the same paper.) 
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On the other hand, let us recall Corollary 5.3 of [8]. In order to state it, we need 
to recall first two definitions: 
- Let 4 be a parameter and let 4(z) = ~,“=r/?,,z” be a formal power series 
vanishing at zero. There exists a unique formal power series I&) = Czo@ such that 
t,9(0)(sf yo) = 1, and such that d,$ = (d&)$, where dg,6 d”=f C,“=l y,[n]gz”-l and 
d,Q, is defined by a similar formula. This ic/ will be called the q-exponential of 4, and 
will be denoted by e,[$] (see [8, Section 31. 
- Let (al,..., a,) be a sequence of positive integers. A left-to-righr maximum 
of this sequence is by definition an ai, 1 < i < n, with the property that there is no 
j < i such that ai >, ai. If the left-to-right maxima of the sequence are ai,, . . . , aik, 
with 1 = jr < . . . < ik < n, then the basic components of the sequence are by 
definition the sequences: (ai ,,..., a+t), (ai, ,..., at,_?) ,..., (ai *,..., an). (See 
[8, Section 41.) 
Corollary 5.3 of [8] says the following: we start with a parameter q and a sequence 
of complex numbers (oln)g,; and from this data we construct another sequence of 
complex numbers, (gn)gO, by putting go = 1 and 
Sn = c 4 intir) a1 a2 bt(Tf h(T) . . . abn(z) n ’ n Z 1. (1.11) 
769” 
In (1. I 1): 9,, is the group of all permutations of (1,. . . , n}; for r E Yn, inu(z) denotes 
the number of inversions of r, i.e., the number of pairs (i,j) such that 1 < i < j < n 
and z(i) > z(j); for r~ 9’n and 1 < m < n, b,(z) denotes the number of basic compo- 
nents of length m of the sequence (r(l), . . . , r(n)). The statement of the corollary we 
are reviewing is that the numbers (gn),oO=o are also related to the numbers (an)zl by 
means of the formula: 
c m .&$Le O” Or,@-’ n=O @Id q z -rn * [ 1 (1.12) 
For the purposes of this note, it is convenient to store the numbers (&)g, in the 
preceding paragraph as coefficients of a formal power series vanishing at zero, and 
the numbers (gn)Eo (also appearing in the preceding paragraph) as the moments of a 
linear functional on the algebra of polynomials. We thus make the following definition, 
based on Eq. (1.12): 
Definition 1.2. Let q E [0, l] be a parameter, and let 0(z) = C,“=i an9 be a 
formal power series vanishing at zero. We will denote by G;‘(8) the linear functional 
v:C[X] -+ C which has v(1) = 1, and for every n 2 1: 
v(X”) = [nlq! - ( the coefficient of z” in eq C [PI, %?]). (1.13) 
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Then the result of Gessel which we have reviewed gets the form: 
Theorem 1.3 ([8, Corollary 5.31). Let q E [O,l] be a parameter, and let 9(z) = 
C,“=l aBzn be a formai power series vanishing at zero. Then the moment of order 
n( 2 1) of the linear functional G;‘(S) is also expressed by the summation formula 
over permutations appearing on the righf-hand side of Eq. (1.11). 
Remark 1.4. For 4 E (0, l] a parameter, the map G;’ : 8 + I; (0, I: as in the 
Eqs. (1.4), (1.3), respectively) which is defined in 1.2 is a bijection. This is easily seen 
by looking at the summation formula over permutations provided by Theorem 1.3, and 
separating there the permutations r E $‘,, which have r( 1) = n. It is immediate that 
(for the latter equality, see for instance Corollary 1.3.10 of [ 173). Thus if e E 8, 
9(z) = C,“=, a,,?‘, and Y E C are such that v = G,-‘(e), then 
From (1.14) it is clear that if the moments (v(P)& are given, then the coefficients 
(a”)E, of 8 can be constructed in a unique manner, by induction on n. 
Hence for 4 E (0, 11, one can indeed define a G,-transform, GQ : C + 8, by 
G, = (G;' )-I. (JSJote that, while Definition 1.2 and Theorem 1.3 would also make 
sense for q = 0, one cannot however define the G&ransform, because Cc’ : 0 + 2Z is 
not invertible. See also Remark 1.7 below.) 
Let us remark that the Gi-transform (defmed as in the preceding paragraph, with 
= 1) coincides with the RI-transform discussed in Theorem 1.1 (and explicitly 
described by Eq. (1.7)). Indeed, if 9 E 8, 9(z) = C,“=l a,$‘, and v E C are related 
by the Gi-transform, then (I .12) becomes: 
O” v(P) z: Oaa ?zn = exp C A” 
n=O n. [ I R==l n (1.15) 
(where exp[. s .] = et [. . -1 is the usual exponential). The left-hand side of (1.15) is 
(.T(v))(-iz) (compare with (1.5) above). By taking the logarithm in (1.15), we thus 
get 
O” a, 
c 
n=l 
n.9 = (log.PQ))(-iz); 
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if we further take a derivative and then multiply by z, we obtain that 6(z) = c,“=, a& 
is expressed in terms of v exactly as in the right-hand side of (1.7). 
It is now the moment to state the results of the present paper. These will consist 
in ‘filling’ Theorems 1.1 and 1.3 above with additional equivalent characterizations, 
which should make visible the parallelism between them. We thus have to add: one 
characterization, via a summation formula over permutations, to Theorem 1.1; and two 
characterizations, one via a station formula over partitions and one via an infinite 
matrix, to Theorem 1.3. This is done as follows: 
Theorem 1.5. Let q E [0, l] be a parameter, let O(z) = C,“=l cl,9 be a formal power 
series vanishing at zero, and denote the functional R;‘(8) by p. Then, for every 
n> 1: 
(1.16) 
where bl(z), . . . , b,(z) have the same significance as in Eq. (1.1 l), and where the 
number cnin(z), z E Yn, is defined ’ by: 
cnin(z) = card{(i,j) 11 < i < j < n, z(i) < z(j), there exists h < i 
such that z(h) Z z(j)}. (1.17) 
Theorem 1.6. Let q E [0, l] be a parameter, let 0(z) = X:1 hz” be a formal power 
series van~hing at zero, and denote the functional G;‘(8) by v. Then 
(a) For every n 2 1 we have 
v(P) = C q+kqe&@ fi[PjI - ll,! 'fBj}% (1.18) 
nCPCP(( I,...*n)) j=l 
n=(& ,...A 1 
where the notations are as in (1.8) of Theorem 1.1, with the d@krence that c,(m) of 
(1.1) is replaced with eO(q) of(1.2). 
(b) Consider the infinite matrix P (depending on q and 0), the (i, j)-entry of which 
equals, for i, j 22 0: 
if j < i, 
ifj=i-tl, 
zj”j > i+ 1. 
(1.19) 
’ A possible name for C&I(T) could be ‘the number of cornered non-inversions of T’-- see aIso Eq. (2.7) 
below and the comment following it. The fact to be kept in mind is tbat the counterpart for the inversions 
appear@ in (1.11) is a certaht type of non-inversions. The hick of symmetry in ‘irw(*) vs. e&(z) is not 
in fact so big, because every inversion (i,j) of a pemmtation z is ‘comered’ (i.e. there exists L d i such 
that r(h) 2 70) - for instance h = i); thus ‘the number of cornered inversions of t’ is tbe same thing as 
inu(r), and does not need a separate definition. 
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Then (s~ilar~y to (b) of Theorem 1.1 above), we have 
v(f) = the (O,O)-entry of f(P), for every f E C[X]. (1.20) 
Remark 1.7. The factor ‘qnPkr appearing on the right-hand side of (1.18) can be 
eliminated by a simple change of variable in the G,-transform. More precisely, let us 
Put 
1 
[G&91(~) = -[GqWl(q~)~ (1.21) 
4 
where q E (0, l] and where v is a normalized linear functional on C[X]. If the 
series G,(V) is denoted by C,“=r cx,z”, then the series G(v) will be C,“rr &z”, with 
/3” = q”-‘a,,, and (1.18) becomes 
v(X”) = c qeocl)fJ[\~j\ - I],! fllB,,l, n 2 1. (1.22) 
xf%{l,...a)f j=l 
n={& ,...A ) 
The ~-transform defined by (1.21) is merely a slight modification of the 
G,$ransform of De~ition 1.2 and Remark 1.4, but it has the merit that it can also be 
defined for q = 0, via the formula (1.22) which becomes: 
It is interesting to note that the latter formula is exactly the one considered by 
Speicher and Woroudi in [16], in connection with the ‘boolean convolution’ of prob- 
ability distributions. (Boolean convolution can be described-as the unique binary 
operation on the space 2: of (1.3) which is linearized by the G&ransform. As shown 
in 1161, several important results from the theory of the usual convolution have ana- 
logues in this context.) 
Remark 1.8 (the relation with the qdiermite polynomials). We now go to another 
observation sup~~ing the parallelism between the ZQransfotms and the G,-transforms 
discussed above. Let M be an infinite matrix having the property that (M)Q+~ = 1 for 
every i 2 0, and that (M)i,j = 0 whenever j > i + 1 ((M)i,j %f (i,j)-entry of &f for 
i, j 2 0); and consider the equation: 
;I=TM, (1.23) 
where the unknown r is an infinite lower triangular matrix with l’s on the diagonal, 
and where F denotes the matrix obtained from r by deleting its first line. Then (1.23) 
has a unique solution, and moreover the (n, O)-entry of the solution is (M”)o,s for 
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every n/> 0. These facts are elementary and possibly known, but we do not have a 
reference for them except Lemma 3.4 of [12], combined with Remark 1.6 of the same 
paper. 
Now, let q E (0, 1] be a parameter, let O(z) = ~,z~l ~n zn be a formal power series 
vanishing at zero, and let us take M of (1.23) to be equal to N of (1.9). Then the 
considerations of  the preceding paragraph together with Theorem 1.1(b) above show 
that the solution F of (1.23) has on its first column the moments of the functional 
Rql(O). Similarly, if  for the same q and 0 we take M of (1.23) to be equal to P 
of (1.19), then (by Theorem 1.6(b)) F of (1.23) will have on its first column the 
moments of the functional Gql(O). 
We note on the other hand that i f  the matrix M of (1.23) is tri-diagonal (i.e., it also 
has (M)i,j = 0 whenever i > j +  1), then (1.23) coincides with the equation appearing 
in the method of Stieltjes for expanding a continued J-fraction as a power series (see 
[22, Section 53]). In this case, M has the form 
1 0 0 0 )  
cl 1 0 0 
22 c2 1 0 
0 23 c3 1 
. . . . .  o .  . . ,  . . .  
and the corresponding theorem of Stieltjes ensures that if F is the unique solution of 
(1.23), then the formal power series ~n~o(F)n,oZ n (with (F)n,0 = (n,0)-entry of F)  is 
the expansion of the continued fraction: 
1 - -  COZ - -  
21z 2 
1 - c l z -  22z2 
2~z 2 
1 - c 2 z - 1 _ c 3  z . . . .  
Moreover, it is known in this situation that if  #:C[X] ---> C denotes the linear func- 
tional with moments # ( X  n) = (F),,,o, n >1 O, then the sequence of monic orthogonal 
polynomials associated to p satisfies the recurrence relation 
f 0 = l ,  f l = X - c o ;  f n + l = ( X - c n ) f n - A n f n - 1 ,  n>~l  
(see for instance [1, Section 2]). 
The intersection of the situations discussed in the preceding two paragraphs is small, 
but gives one of the most significant examples (see the discussion in 4.1 of [12] 
concerning the central limit theorem for the convolution operation linearized by the 
Rq-transform). We have to start with a q E (0, 1] and with a formal power series 0 
which is in fact a quadratic polynomial vanishing at zero, O(z) = ~qz + ct2z 2 for some 
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ui, CQ E C. We take M of (1.23) to be one of the following two matrices: 
a1 1 0 0 0 *‘* 
c1z[llq 
(*) ( 0 
a1 1 0 0 ‘f’ 
o$[21e CIi 1 0 ; 
0 0 c(~[3]~ CC1 1 
* 4 * i 
*-a 
. . . . . . . . . *.I) .*. ..I 
al 
(**) i 0 
1 0 0 0 **- 
wz[ll, WI 1 0 0 *a* 
Q2~2Plq q2h 
0 0 q3a2[314. q%, 1 . * * 
. . . . . * . . . *.* .*. . . . 
(1.24) 
and obtain that: 
(*) the orthogonal polynomials for the functional R;‘(B) are given by the 
recurrence 
j-o= 1, fl =X-Q; fn+l = w - @l>f?i - ~2r&fn-l, n 2 1; (1.25) 
(M) the orthogonal polynomials for the ~ctional G;‘(e) are given by the recur- 
rence 
fo = 1, j-1 =.x - al; fn+l = w - El).fn - a2q%l,f”-l, n 3 1. (1.26) 
It is interesting that if we particularize: ar = 0, CQ = 1 in (1.24) (*), and IX~ = 0, (112 =
l/q in ( 1.24) (**>’ , then in (1.25) and (1.26) we get two well-known q-versions of 
the Hermite polynomials (called q-continuous, and q-discrete Hermite polynomials, 
respectively - see e.g. 17, pp. 26 and 1933). 
Thus R-‘(z2) is the functional associated to the q-continuous Hermite polynomials, 
P and G;‘(,‘, is the one associated to the q-discrete ones. It is instructive to note that 
the descriptions of moments provided by Theorems 1.1(a) and 1.6(a) say in this case 
that: 
(*) the moment of order n of the functional associated to the q-continuous Hermite 
polynomials is C, qc*@), where K runs in the set of matchings (gf partitions into 
blocks having exactly two elements) of { 1,. . . , n], and co(.) is as defined in (1.1). 
(M) the moment of order n of the functional associated to the q-discrete Hermite 
polynomials is C, qe@@), where 7c runs in the set of matchings of { 1,. . . , n), and eO(*) 
is as defined in (1.2). 
We have re-obtained a result proved in Proposition 2.2 of [4] by using ‘Hermite 
histories’. (For (++), note that every pair of blocks of a matching IF, which are in the 
position &!_I’ (respectively ‘411’) ak m es e&x) increase with 1 (respectively 2) 
units, so that e&x) is in this case exactly the number appearing in equation (2.5) of 
E41.1 
2 If we would use the renormalization cq of the G@znsform which is discussed in 1.7, we would have to 
put q = 1 here, too. 
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As a historical comment, we mention that the above statement (+), in the form 
involving a contimted J-fraction, can be traced back to [18], see also [5]. The relation 
between the matrix (1.24) (*) and the q-continuous Hermite polynomials was first 
noticed in [3], via a direct argument. 
Remark 1.9. An equivalent form of the statistics on partitions eO(n) of (1.2) was 
independently considered in [lo]. More precisely, it can be checked that we have: 
wtz = e&i), n E 8((1,..., n}), 
where: wt ?t is the weight of the partition rr, in the sense of [lo, Sections HI, V]; eO(x) 
is as in Eq. (1.2) above; and for any n E g({l,...,n}) we denote by ii the partition 
describedbyizj$$n++-iin+l-j, X<i,j<n. 
As a consequence, the q-Bell number considered in [lo], B,(q) = ~rE4”(~,,~~,b~~ qwrn, 
can also be viewed as CRE~~~,,..,~)) q co(n). It should be noted that the latter quantity can 
be written, by Theorem 1.6(a), as the moment of order n of the functional G;‘(8), for 
@(z) = C,“=, z”/(q+‘[n - l&!). Note also that Eq. (1.12) applied to this particular 8 
O3 leads to CnIo Inlq! m.Y = e,[e#]- 11, which is the same thing as formula (5.3) in [IO]. 
Remark 1.10. We conclude the Introduction by mentioning two open problems: 
lo There is a piece of the parallelism ‘R,-transform vs. G&ransform’ which is 
still missing, Namely, the G&ansform has a very convenient description in terms of 
Eq. (1.12) in generating functions; it would be highly desirable to have the analogue 
of this in the context of the R,-transform. It was remarked by ha Gessel (private 
communication at FPSAC ‘94) that the information about the R,-transform can be 
encoded in an equation of the form d,K(x,z) = p(x)d,K(x, z), involving a formal 
power series K in two variables x and z (and where d,K and d,K denote partial q- 
derivatives with respect to x and z, respectively). The problem of finding a simpler 
equation (in only one variable) for the R,-transform remains open. We mention that 
the case q = 0 of this problem was solved by Voiculescu ([20, Theorem 2.91); of 
course, the case q = 1 is also settled, since the RI-transform and the Gr-transform 
coincide. 
2” The set of non-crossing partitions has received attention mostly in connection 
with its lattice structure (see the outline of results in (15, pp. 194-1961); at first sight 
the above considerations on crossings do not seem to be related to this. However, 
as pointed to us by Herbert Wilf, the occurrence of the quantity $i []Bil - l],! in 
the summation formula (1.8) suggests that some connection could still exist. More 
precisely, for q = 1, the named quantity is module a sign the value at (0, {Br , . . . , &}) 
of the Moebius function of the lattice 8( { 1,. . . , n}); it would be interesting if one could 
construct certain q-analogues3 of the lattice g({ 1,. . . , n}), such that the R@ansform 
3 At least for q in some set of non-negative integers. (As a reminiscence of [ 121, the parameter q was viewed 
in the above discussion as running in [OJ], but all the considerations of the paper are valid for q in [0, co).) 
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receives an interaction in the framework of the theory of Moebius inversion for 
these posets. 
2. The suction formulae over permutations and partitions 
In this section we will prove Theorems 1.5 and 1.6(a). Both proofs reduce to showing 
the equivalence between a formula of summation over partitions and a formula of 
summation over permutations ((1.8) and (1.16) for Theorem 1.5; (1.18) and (1.11) for 
Theorem 1.6(a)). The arguments are parallel, and will be presented at the same time. 
2.1. The line of proof. The idea is the following: for n 2 1, we will consider a map 
@, : 9s + P({l,*.., n}) which, roughly speaking, ‘cuts’ in a certain way the graph of 
a permutation into horizontal strips, and then projects these strips onto the horizontal 
axis, to obtain a partition of { 1,. . . , n} (see Definitions 2.2 below). After rotating the 
graph of a permutation z by 90°, a product of the form ~1~‘~‘) + . - c&*) (which appears 
both in (1.11) and (1.16)) will turn into ais, ---als,l, where {Br,...,&~ = a,(r). 
The same rotation of 90“ will turn the number of inversions ino into the number of 
non-inversions n&z(-), making the ~ght-hand side of (1.11): 
k 
c 4 nin(s) IT “PA = 
(2*1) 
TEY;, j=i 
def 
((B,,...,Bkl=@Jl(t)) R=(h r...,t?k )
Similarly, the number c&(z) appearing in Eq. (1.16) will be transformed by the 
rotation by 90” of the graph of r into a quantity denoted by mine(r), and called the 
number of minorized inversions of z (see Eq. (2.7) below for the precise definition); 
so that the right-hand side of (1.16) will become 
Hence in order to pass from the formulae of summation over permutations (( 1.11) and 
(1.16)) to those of summation over partitions ((1.18) and (l.S), respectively), it will 
only remain to show that: 
c 4 MT) 
tE@;‘(n) j=l 
k (2.3) 
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for every IZ > 1 and A = {BI ,..., Bk) E P((l,..., n)), and where c&n) and eO(a) 
are as defined in (1.1) and (1.2). The identities (2.3) will be established via a direct 
counting argument (which will thus conclude the proofs of Theorems 1.5 and 1.6(a)). 
We now start to give the details of the argument sketched above. Let us first describe 
explicitly the map C& involved in the Eqs. (2.1)-(2.3). 
D&&ions 2.2. Let n be a positive integer. We denote by .4an the set of all permu- 
tations of {l,..., n}. For every r E Yn, its graph ((l,r(l)),(2,r(2)), . . . ,@,W>>) E 
{L.., n}2 will be denoted by Graph(r); an inversion of r can be viewed as a pair 
((xl,~),(yi,y2)) E Graphs such that XI < x2, yi > yz, while a non-inversion of 
r can be viewed as a pair ((xi,xz),(yi,y~)) E Gru~&(r)~ such that xi <x~,yi < yz. 
We will constantly use and denote by ‘-C the partial order relation on { 1,. . . , n}2 
defined by: 
(3clJ2) -t (Yl,Y2) %f Xl G Yl, x2 G Y2. (2.4) 
We will need the notion of left-to-right minimum of a permutation (see for instance 
[17, p. 251). A number 1 < m < n is a left-to-right minimum of +r E Y, if and only if 
/ * = z-‘(m) has the property that 1 < i < j + z(i) > z(j) (this is a natural counterpart 
of the notion of left-to-right maximum reviewed in Section 1, preceding Eq. (1.1 I)). 
Given z E Yspn, it will be convenient to call left-to-right minimum of the graph of z 
a point x E Graph(z) such that: y E Graph(z) and y -: x (with 4 as in (2.4)) imply 
together y = x. The left-to-right minima of the graph of r are in bijection with those 
of r, in an obvious manner. 
Now, let r be in YR, and let wt = (~1, tl ), , . , , wk = (sk, 4) be the left-to-right 
minima of the graph of r, listed such that si < . - + < sk. (Then we must clearly have 
t1 >**’ > TV; it is also obvious that SI = tk = 1.) We denote by prl, p-2 : z -+ 
{A..., n) the two projections onto the components (pri(xt,xz) = xi, p&x1,x2) =x2), 
and define: 
& = p-1 t{x E Graph(z) In 2 pr&) 2 tl )), 
Bj = prl ({x E Graph(z) 1 Q-1 > prz(x) 2 ti}) , 2 <j < k. (2.5) 
Then {BI,..., Bk) is a partition of (l,..., n), which will be denoted by &(r). 
2.3. The rotation by 90” referred to in 2.1 is the bijection Rot, : Y,, ---) 9, determined 
by 
Graph (Rotn(z)) = {(n + 1 -j, i) I (i,j) E Graph(z)}, 7 E Yn. CW 
Intuitively, applying Rot, to a permutation t comes to changing the position from 
which we look at the graph of r, as shown in Fig. 1. 
The vertices of the right angles emphasized in Fig. 1 correspond to the lefi-to- 
right minima of Rot,(z), or equivalently to the the left-to-right maxima of r. (As it is 
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4-- From this side we 
seethegraphofr 
From this side we 
see the graph of Rot, (7) 
12345678 
immediately verified, the map (i,j) + (n + 1 - j, i) sends the left-to-right maxima of 
the graph of r onto the left-to-right minima of the graph of Rot,,(r).) 
By comparing the definition of the basic components of z f 3’,, (reviewed in 
Section 1, paragraph preceding Eq. (1.1 1 )), and the definition of the map @,, : Sp, -+ 
q{L..., PI}), made in Definition 2.2, we see that we have 
for every tll, . . . , un E C and for every r E Yn, where br (r), . . . , b,,(r) are as in equation 
(1.11) and (Bi ,..., &} E 47((l)..., n}) is @#at,(r)). 
It is also immediate that inu(r) = nin(Rot,(r)), &n(r) = inu(Rot,(z)), for every 
n 3 1 and r E Sp, (with inv(.) = number of inversions, nin(+) = number of non- 
inversions, as above). Moreover, the quantity c&r(*) considered in Eq. (1.17) corre- 
sponds by the rotation to minv(*), defined by: 
r&u(r) = card{(i,j) / 1 < i < j G n, z(i) > z(j), 
there exists k 6 i such that r(h) < r(j)) 
= card{@, y) E Gru#~(r)~ 1 (x, y) is an inversion of Graph(r), 
there exists w E Graph(r) such that w -: X, w 4 y}, (2.7) 
(That is, we have cnin(z) = minu(Rot,(z)) for every n > 1, r E 5p,, as is immediate 
by comparing the first Eq. (2.7) with (1.17) of Section 1.) We will call minu(r) the 
number of minorized inversions of z, because of the second Eq. (2.7); the reason for 
calling cnin(z) ‘the number of cornered non-inversions of z’ was similar - in a picture 
like Fig. 1, c&z(T) counts the non-inversions of the graph of r which are covered by 
at least one of the emphasized right angles. 
From the above discussion it follows that we have 
(2.8) 
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for every n 2 1, z E 9, and ~1,. . . ,a* E C, where {Bl,. . . ,&) is @(Ruta( E 
~(Il,..., n}). By summing in (2.8) after z E g8 we obtain that the right-hand side of 
(1.11) equals the left-hand side of (2.1), and that the right-hand side of (1.16) equals 
the left-hand side of (2.2). Then the argument shown in Section 2.1 reduces indeed 
the problem to the verification of the identities (2.3). 
Notations 2.4. For the rest of this section, we fix n > 1 and 71 E 8({ 1,. . . , n}), about 
which we will prove (2.3). The blocks of 7c, listed in the increasing order of their 
minimal elements will be denoted by BI, . . . ,&. We make the notation Sj = minBj, 
l<j<k (thus 1 = SI <+.. < Sk < n). We also make the notation: to = n + 1, 
tj=ntl-C~=,(Bil,l~jj~((thusn>,t,>*.->tk=l). 
We note again that the lack of symmetry in ‘n&(a) vs. n&u(*)’ in the two equations 
(2.3) is only superficial. (Indeed, every non-inversion (i,j) of a permutation z E 9’” 
is automatically minorized, in the sense that there exists h 6 i such that z(h) < z(j) 
- for instance h = i. Thus the number of minorized non-inversions of 7 is the same 
thing as n&(z), and does not need to be introduced as a separate notion.) In fact, 
both identities (2.3) will be proved by the same argument. We start with the following 
remark, coming directly from Deli&ion 2.2 (and the simple verification of which is 
left to the reader). 
Lemma 2.5. In the notations made in 2.4, consider for every 1 < j < k the set: 
Fj = {Z.CI{l,***, n}2; 1~1 = lBil,z 3 (sj,tj)t PQ(Z) =Bjt 
prz(2) = N n [tj,tj-1 - 11). (2.9) 
Then the set Q;‘(n) C Y, (i.e., the index set of both sums in (2.3)) is in a natural 
bijection with the direct product 9-1 x - - 1 x rk, by 
Next, for an arbitrary z E cP,-l(z) we consider the numbers n&v(z) and nin(z), and 
split each of them as a sum of two: 
Notation 2.6. Let z be a permutation in G;‘(z). We denote 
minvl(T) = card ((x, y) E Graph(z)2 1 (x, y) is an inversion of Graph(z); there 
exists w E Graph(z) such that w 4 x, w -: y; there exists 
1 < j < k such that tj < pi < ~~2(x) < Q-I), 
minq(z) = minu(z) - minot(2), 
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and similarly: 
r&t(r) = card {(x, y) E Graph(r)’ ) (x, y)is a non-inversion of Graph(r); 
there exists 1 < j < k such that tj < P&) < prz(y) < q-t}, 
ninz(z) = nin(T) - ninl(z) 
(prz(.) appearing in the above equations is the projection onto the second coordinate, 
and tj, tj-1 are taken fkom the Notations 2.4). 
Proposition 2.7. Let z be a permutation in @;l(z), and let (z~,...,zk) E Fl x se* x 
Fk be the k-trap/e corresponding to z by the map (2.1O)of Lemma 2.5. Then: 
1” minol(r) = xTzl inU(Zj), ninl(r) = zFzI nin(7j) 
2” minvz(z) = c,(n), ninz(z) = eO(n) 
(where for 1 6 j < k and zj E Fj we define ino and nin(zj) to be the number 
of pairs ((xl, yl), (x2, ~2)) E rj x zj such that XI < x2, y1 > yz, and respectiuely such 
that x1 -C x2, y1 < yz; co(n) and eO(n) are those defined in Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2)). 
Proof. lo is immediate, we will only show 2’. Since the minimal elements of, the 
blocks of K are st, . . . , sk (see Notations 2.4 above), we can rewrite co(n) of ( 1.1) as 
tbe cardinality of the (disjoint) union 
j-l 
(m3,m4) 1 sj < m3 < m4, m4 E Bj, m3 E tf Bi . (2.11) 
i=l 
On the other hand, minvz(z) de&red in Notation 2.6 above equals the cardinality of 
the (disjoint) union: 
j-l 
@,Yi IXEU% YE zj, sj G PrI(Xi < PitYi (2.12) 
i=l 
Indeed, every pair in (2.12) is an inversion of the graph of r (since prt (x) < prt(y) 
by hypothesis, and prz(y) < tj_1 < ti < prz(x)); this inversion is counted in minu(z) 
(because wj = (sj, tj) has wj 4 X, wj -X Y), but is obviously not counted in minul(r). 
Conversely, if (x, y) E Graph(z)2 is an inversion which is counted in minv(z) but not 
in mintit( then by taking the unique 1 < i, j < k such that x E ri, y E zj, we must 
have i c j and prl(y) > prl(x) > sj; hence (x,y) appears in (2.12). (Proof of the 
fact that prt(x) >, sj: since (x, y) is counted in minu(z), there exists a w f Graph(z) 
such that w + X, w -: y. But the minimal points of Graph(z) with respect to 4 are 
Wl = htl),‘*‘, wk = (Sk, tp,), hence there also exists 1 < h < k such that Wh 4 n, 
wh 4 y; we know that WI # y,..., wj-1 74 y, therefore this h is at least equal to j. 
Finally, h 2 j =+ sh 2 sj, while the projection of WJ, -i x onto the first coordinate gives 
sh < prl(x).) 
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But now, it is immediate that for every 1 G j < k, the map (x, Y) -+ @I(X), pro) 
is a bijection from the jth set appearing in (2.12) onto the jth set appearing in (2.11). 
Hence the unions in (2.11) and (2.12) have the same cardinahty, i.e. ~~~~2(r) = co(n). 
The equality M(r) = e,(n) is obtained in a similar way, by looking at the disjoint 
unions 
k 
4 
j-l 
(m3,m4) 1 Sj G m3 < m4, m3 f Bj, m4 E U Bi 
j=I i=l I 
k 
u( 
j-l 
(2.13) 
(%Y) I YE u ri, X E z/2 sj G Pi(x) < PI(V) 
j=l i=I 1 
(the inequalities involving sj in (2.13) are superfluous, and were written only for 
symmetry with (2.11) and (2.12)). Q.E.D. 
2.8. The proof of the identities (2.3). We will use tbe notations introduced in 2.3-2.6. 
By Proposition 2.7 we have: 
c 4 
minv(r) = 
c 
q(ino(rl )+~~~+ino(y))+c,(n) 
rEQ5;‘(n) (sr,....q)e-l x~~~.r* 
(2.14) 
Now, for every 1 < j < k, the direct product of the order preserving bijections 
Bj + {l,..., IBjl} andNn[tj,tj-1-l]-t{l,..., IBjl} transfoms tlIl element Zj Of the 
set rj (defined in (2.8) of Lemma 2.5) into a permutation IT of {l,..., {rjlil), which 
has h(a) = ittv(Tj) and a( 1) = 1. This immediately yields: 
c 4 
iMTjf = 
c 4 
inNa) = C $nNu) I- [IBjl - l],! a (2.15) 
TjEF/ 
s=qnjl 
UaqBj14 
such that a( I)=1 
By replacing (2.15) into (2.14) we obtain the second equality (2.3). The fkst equality 
(2.3) is obtained in a similar manner, but where instead of (2.15) we use 
= qlBjl-l 
c 
qW~) = qlEil-l[lBjl _ l],! , 
bfqBjl-l 
and where a factor of q”-k appears as l$=, q131-‘. Q.E.D. 
(2.16) 
Remark 2.9. For q = 0, the second equality (2.3) reduces to the fact that the map 
@n of Definition 2.2 establishes by restriction a bijection from the set of permutations 
in 9, which have no minorized inversions, onto the set of non-crossing partitions of 
(l,..., n}. (We note in passing that the domain of this bijection is the same thing as 
Yn( 132), the set of restricted pe~u~tions which avoid the pattern 132 - see for 
instance [ 141.) 
It would be interesting if this fact could lead to a development similar to the one 
in the recent paper of Ph. Biane [2], where another (related) bijection between non- 
crossing partitions and certain permutations is considered. 
3. The characterizaticm via matrices 
In this section we prove part (b) of Theorem 1.6. We will present an argument 
which starts from the formula of summation over permutations on the right-hand side 
of (1 .l 1 ), and arrives to the ch~cte~tion of the averse-G~-~~sfo~ provided by 
Eq. (1.20) of 1.6(b). We mention, without entering into the details, that another proof 
can be made by starting from the formula of summation over partitions in (1.18), and 
adapting the argument in Section 2 of [ 121. 
The idea is that both the formula of station over pe~u~tio~ (1.11) and the 
description via matrices in (1.20) can be reduced to a formula of summation over the 
set of paths appearing in the next definition. 
3.1. ~fi~tio~ Let n be a positive integer. We denote by %n the set of n-tuples: 
{ 
m 
g=(&I ,*.., E,) Is ,,.*., Ej&vU{-l), cE/>o 
j=l 
(3.1) 
One thinks of the elements of %‘:, as of paths in the square lattice, by identifying 
(El,..., an) with the sequence of points (O,O),(l,ai ), (2, sr + a~), . . . , (q&l + -a * -k 8”) = 
h 0). 
We denote by P,, : p({l,...,n}) --+ %‘,, the map which associates to the partition 
A = (BI,. . .,BR} E 9({1,. . .,n}) the n-tuple E = (ai,. . .,E,) E ‘Fs, given by 
i?, = 
( 
IBj \ - 1 if m = min Bj for some (uniquely determined) 1 < j < k, 
(3.2) 
-1 otherwise. 
We denote by Y,, : Yn -+ W,, the map obtained by composing p,, of the preceding 
paragraph with zp, : S“,, + 8({1,..., H}) described in Definition 2.2. As is easily 
checked, the n-tuple E = (al,. . . , 8,) associated by Fn to a fruition z E Yn is 
described as follows: let (as in the Definition 2.2) wr = (81, ti ), . . . , wk = (a, 9) 
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be the left-to-right minima of the graph of r, listed such that 1 = sl < . . . c Sk, 
tt > ‘*. > tk = 1; then 
&s, = n - tl, &Q = tI - t2 - 1, . . t, &xk = t&j - tk - 1; 
Em = -1 for m #&...,rk. (3.3) 
Now, let q E (0, I] be a parameter, let n be a positive integer, and let al,. . . ,a, 
be in C. We consider the sum on the right-hand side of (1.11); as remarked in 
Section 2.3 above, this can be rewritten in the form 
k 
c 4 nin(r) ri ‘IBjl* (3.4) 
Splitting the sum Cre9” in (3.4) into ‘&ECg, CrGFY~c-‘(Ej, and taking into account how 
the maps @+, and Y,, are related, we see that (3.4) equals: 
(3.5) 
We next prove: 
~o~i~~ 3.2. Let q f (0, l] be a Farameter, let n be a positive integer, and let 
E=(&I,..., E”) be an n-tupie in the set %?,, of 3.1. We have: 
c q”‘“(T) = n qEI+‘-+h . I-I [El + * * . + &m_,]q. (3.6) 
zGUI,-‘(~) 1 an<n 1 ORbn 
such that such that 
EnZO se=- 1 
Proof. Let 1 = s1 < s.1 <Sk be the values of m E {l,...,n) for which &,,, # -1 
(i.e., a,, , . . . , sk / E >O Andy,=-1 form#sr,..., , Sk; we must have s1 = 1, due to the 
condition sr > 0 in Eq. (3.1) defining %‘“.) Remark that es, + a . . + Q = n - k, because 
0 = El + * * ’ + is, = Es, 4”. ’ * + &Sk + (-l)(n - k). 
We also make the notation: 
(3.7) 
it is easily seen that n > tl > - - * >tk = l.Eq. (3.7)isobtainedbysolvingfortl,...,tk 
in (3.3) of Definition 3.1, which makes it immediate that a fruition z E Sp,, is in 
!#‘;t(& if and only if the left-to-right minima of the graph of r are (~1, #I), . . . , (sk, &). 
This condition can also be expressed by saying that: 
‘r(Sj) = tj, l<:j<k 
Sj < m < Sj+l 3 z(m) > tj, l<j<k-1. (3.8) 
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Let us consider the set: 
A= II{ 01 t ,***, 61 + * * * + Em). (3.9) 
ldmgn 
such that 
Em=-1 
In the next paragraphs we present an algorithm which associates to an element & E n 
a permutation 2 E Y;‘(E). 
So, let & = (Am)m E n be fixed. We will construct the values r(l), . . . ,z(n) recur- 
sively (where z is the needed permutation in Y;‘(E)). We start of course by putting 
~(1) = tr (because st = 1, and by taking into account the fu-st Eq. (3.8)). 
Assume now that we have chosen z( 1 ), . . . , z(m - l), and we want to choose r(m), 
for a 2 < m < n. There are two possibilities: 
(a) m = Sj for some 2 <j < k. Then we put r(m) = tj. 
W m 6 @I ,...,sk}; that is, sm = - 1 ( by taking into account how ~1,. . . , sk were 
defined, at the beginning of the proof). Consider the biggest j E 11,. . . , k} such that 
Sj < m. By the second condition (3.8), we must choose z(m) such that z(m) 2 tj (if 
j = k, then (3.8) does not apply, but we must have anyway z(m) > 1 = TV). On the 
other hand, we must avoid the already taken values r( 1 ), . . . , z(m - 1); thus z(m) is to 
be chosen from the set 
(tj,-*+, n) \ (N),...,~(m - 1)). 
The cardinality of this set is: 
(3.10) 
(II-tj+l)-(m-l)=PZ-m+Z-tj (22 
=*- m-+2- ( n-i+1-&, . 1 i=l j = ( 1 c Q -(m-j)+1 i=l 
= &f{-1)+.;.+(-12 +1 
[’ 
i=l m-j 1 
=(e, ++*-+&,)+ 1. 
The number z(m) is chosen as follows: we list the elements of the set (3.10) in 
decreasing order; we cut out the first Am of them (recall that we have as data a vector 
d E A, which has in particular a component Am E {O,l,. . .,E, + --- f em)); and we 
pick z(m) to be the biggest element of the set (3.10) which is not cut out. 
One can check without ditIiculty that the algorithm described above establishes in 
fact a bijection between n of (3.9) and Y;‘(E). 
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On the other hand, let us count the non-inversions of the permutation r associated by 
the above algorithm to a given & = (&& E A. Qur point is that for every 1 f 1)1< n 
such that E, = - 1 there are exactly A,,, non-inversions of r starting with m (i.e., exactly 
h, values of 1 > m such that r(Z) > z(m)); indeed, these non%nversions ‘are created’ 
exactly when we cut out elements of the set (3.10), in the process of choosing z(m). 
(More precisely: (m, E) is a non-inversion of r if and only if r(l) is one of the elements 
cut out of (3.10) while choosing r(m); and the number of such cut out elements 
is A,.) 
Moreover, an immediate counting argument shows that for any permutation 
z E Xl!;‘(&) and for any 1 < j < k, the number of non-~ve~ons of r starting with Sj 
(i.e., the number of values 1 > Sj such that r(Z) > r(Sj)) equals (TI -tj)-(~j - 1); Sj, tj 
are here as defined at the beginning of the proof. By replacing tj from (3.7) one gets 
that (PZ-tj)-(Sj - 1) can be also expressed as 
i 
( ) c t&j + 1) -sj=(~l+l)+(E*+l)+~..+(~sj+l)_Sj i=l 
=&l +E2+“‘+Es,. 
The conclusion of the preceding psragraph is that if the permutation r E Y;‘@) 
corresponds to the vector (&)nt E A, then: 
But then we have: 
= n 4 Eif-E,,, . 
I<mSn 
such that such that 
%I20 Em=--1 
= II El+'..& 4 . I-I [El +*-.fEnr+ l.& 
I<#ztlgn 1 drndfi 
such that such that 
%2,0 &p--l 
(in view of the de&&ion of A in (3.9)). 
Thus, we have arrived exactly at the right-hand side of Eq. (3.6) (because aI + -. a + 
Enr-tl =&I+“’ + em--i whenever anr = - 1.) Q.E.D. 
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We return to the considerations which preceded Proposition 3.2. By plugging (3.6) 
into (3.5) we obtain that the right-hand side of FQ. (1.11) is: 
In other words: if q E (0,l) is a parameter and 0(z) = c,“=i cl,z” is a formal power 
series vanishing at zero, then the linear Functional v = G;*(e) : C[X] -+ C defined 
in 1.2 has the moment of order n equal to the quantity in (3.11). Modulo an obvious 
linearity argument, the statement of Theorem 1.6(b) reduces therefore to the following: 
Proposition 3.3. Let q E (0, l] be a parameter, let (u,,),“,~ be a sequence of complex 
numbers, and let P be the infinite matrix defined by (1.19). Then for every n 2 1, 
the (O,(l)-entry of P” is equal to the expression in (3.11). 
Proof. Let T be the infinite matrix with entries 
i 
qiCti-j+l ifj <i 
tT)i,j = [.A, if j = i + 1 (for i, j 2 0). 
0 ifj>i+l 
Then the expression in (3.11) can be written as 
(3.12) 
c ~~~~,+‘.~fC,~,+...+~~-,~~)E,+..‘+E”-,,~,+...+E”_* . *.tT)E,+E2,E,(T)E,,0. (3.13) 
!=@I ,...,.?“)E’g. 
If for 5 = (81 ,...,en)E% we denote: et =il,El+e2=iZ,..., E~+-..+E,__~ =i,+l, 
then the sum (3.13) becomes 
With summation over all the (n - 1 )-tuples (il,. . . , &_I) such that il,. . ., in_1 are non- 
negative integers and in_1 < 1, in-z < in_1 + l,..., i2 G il + 1 (in_1 < 1 is equivalent 
to an 2 - 1, in-2 < in-.1 + 1 is equivalent to &,,_I 2 - 1, etc.). But for any non- 
negative integers il , . . . , k-1 which do not satisfl the above set of inequalities, the 
product (Tlo,i,_,(T)i,_,,i,_, . f a tT)i,,i, tTh,,0 vanishes (if in_1 > 1 then (T)Q,_, = 0, 
if &---2 > in-i + 1 then (T)i,_,,fn_2 = 0, etc.). Hence the sum (3.14) equals in fact 
[x, c (TlO,i,-3 tTL~,i,_t ’ a * Wh~,i,(Ui~,O = (T”)O,O. 
ii ,..., in- 1 =O 
In order to conclude the proof, it only remains to remark that the mat&es P of 
(1.19) and T of (3.12) are conjugated by the diagonal matrix A, having (A~)~,~ = [‘Jr! 
for every i 2 0, and (A4)i,j = 0 for every i # j. Hence the same holds for PR and Tn 
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(that is, PR = ~&T”dg_~), and as a consequence P” and T” have the same (O,O)-entry 
for every n 2 1. Q.E.D. 
The matrix P of (1.19) was preferred to T of (3.12) in the statement of Theorem 
1.6 because of the resemblance with the matrix equation of Stieltjes, discussed in 
Remark 1.8 above. 
We conclude with a couple of remarks related to the interpretation of Proposition 3.2. 
Remark 3.4. The bijection presented in the proof of Proposition 3.2 (starting immedi- 
ately after Eq. (3.9)) amounts to a certain representation of permutations by weighted 
paths. As mentioned in Definition 3.1, one identifies an n-tuple E = (~1,. . . ,E,) in the 
set %,, of (3.1) with a sequence of points (As, A 1,. . . , A,) in N x N, where A0 = (0, 0), 
A1=(1,q),A2=(2,~1+&2) ,..., A,=(n,st+~~~f~~)=(11,0).~~ofDeflnition3.1 
is thus identified with the set of paths(Ao,At, . . . ,A,) ‘“,N x N such that A0 yO,O), 
A,, = (n,O), and each of the vectors AoAl, Atk;,.. . , A,_.,A, is of the form (1,k) for 
some k E NU{-1). 
Now, let us recall some basic concepts related to weighted paths (for more details, 
see for instance [9, Chap. 51. If E = (Ao,Al,. . . ,An) is a path in N x N, and if 
1 < m < n, then the mth step of 6 is by definition 
with y,,,-r the second coordinate of P,,,_l. Note that if the path E belongs to qa of 
Definition 3.1, then all the n steps step,(g),. . . ,step,(g) lie in the set 
3 = ((Y, t%ly E N, k E N U {-l}, y + k z 0); 
SPt will be called the set of possible steps (of paths in ‘is,). A weight on the paths in 
GZn is defined via a possibility function on the set 92 of possible steps; in our case, 
the possibility function we need to consider is pos : Yt -+ N \ (0) given by: 
PM(Y, (G))) = 
{ 
1 if k 3 0, 
y ifk=-1. 
(3.15) 
Once pos is chosen, the set of weighted-paths associated to it is: 
“w;, = {(%(u~,...tu,))lec qn, @i,...,~n EN, 
u, < pos(step&)) for every 1 < m < n}. 
(3.16) 
In this terminology, the argument following Eq. (3.9) in the proof of Proposition 3.2 
says that: 
ProposRion 3.4.1. There exists a natural bijection from the set ~7~ of permutations 
of {l,..., n} onto the set of weighted-paths Wn of (3.16). This bijection se& o E 9, 
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into (y”,(~), (w(z) ,. . .,un(z))), where Y”(T) is &fined in 3.1, Eq. (3.3), and u&r) 
equals: 
- zero, if z(m) is a left-to-right minimum of z; 
- the number of l’s such that 1 > m, z(E) > z(m), otherwise. 
We could not find a direct relation between this representation of permutations by 
weighted paths and the well-known one constructed by FranGon and Viennot [6]. 
Remark 3.5. One can repeat the argument presented in this section, but with kin(z) 
replaced by ‘minu(r)’ in (3.4) and (3,5), and with the corresponding (minor) modifi- 
cations in the subsequent calculations. The result of this would be an alternative proof 
of Theorem 1.5, which connects the formula of summation over permutations (1.16) 
with the description of the rZ,-transform made in Theorem 1.1(b). We mention that the 
counterpart of the formula (3.6) which would be obtained on the way in such a proof 
is: 
c 4 minv(r) = rI[ El + ’ ‘. + Em-119. (3.17) 
lGm<n 
such that 
Em=--1 
In contrast with (3.6), there is no power of q appearing as a factor on the right-hand 
side of (3.17); this is because a left-to-right minimum of a permutation r cannot be 
involved in any of the minorized inversions of z (while it could be involved in some 
of the non-inversions of z). The proof of (3.17) is similar to the one of (3.6), with 
the difference that the word ‘decreasing’ is replaced by ‘increasing’ in the paragraph 
following Eq. (3.10). An interpretation of the argument in terms of weighted-paths can 
still be made, leading to a bijection between the set Yn of permutations and the same 
set of paths “/y, of Eq. (3.16) (the only difference with respect to the Proposition 3.4.1 
is that urn(r) must now be the number of minorized inversions of r which start with 
m, for every 1 < m < n). 
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